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Monument Valley developers, ustwo Studios, have created a Motion Sense game called Headed South for the Pixel 4. You play as a bird named Soli trying to save other birds from a storm using unique motion gestures for each. Pokémon has also gotten in on Motion Sense fun with a demo app called Pokémon Wave Hello. At the Made by Google event on October 15, Google
showcased some of its latest hardware, including the Pixel 4 and 4 XL. One of the most exciting new features on the Pixel 4 is the Soli chip, which lets you control your phone with Motion Sense gestures. For example, Motion Sense will allow you to perform many common tasks, such as silence alarms, reject calls, and ignore songs when listening to music. Beyond these normal
daily tasks, Soli radar technology will also be used for more fun efforts, such as gambling. The first true Motion Sense game comes to us from acclaimed developers at ustwo Studios, best known for their amazing Puzzle game Monument Valley. The game is called Headed South, and according to the description, you play as a bird named Soli on a mission to save wild birds from a
storm. In order to help save the birds, you will need to catch up with them using unique gestures for each of them. As you play, you'll unlock new levels and boss the challenge. Plus, knowing our studio reputation, you can expect the world to be amazing with a beautiful soundtrack. It's nice to see that Google Motion Sense Technology will be used for more rejection calls and
skipping music tracks. Hopefully we will see more games in the future, but launching with a game from ustwo is a great start. The motion detection phone Google's latest and largest phone, the Pixel 4, comes with a lot of technology packed into an impressive smartphone. One of the most interesting features is the Soli sensor, which allows you to interact with your hands-free
phone with motion gestures. Every week, Android Central Podcast brings you the latest tech news, analysis and hot take, with familiar co-hosts and special guests. Subscribe to Pocket Casts: Audio Subscribe to Spotify: Audio Subscribe to iTunes: Audio We could earn a commission for purchases using our links. learn more. The original Monument Valley game was released in
mid-2014, nearly three years ago, and has since been a reference point for excellence in graphics and atmospheric storytelling. In our review, we called Monument Valley impossibly beautiful. However, as popular as it was, it was by no means perfect: the original game was far too short, ending in just an hour and a half or less, and never felt like The game itself lacks almost
complete competitive aspect of gaming, but instead feels more like a walk in a beautiful virtual garden. Now, we have the sequel: Monument Valley 2. Price d'a$5 on the Apple App Store (not yet available on Android and we don't know if and when it will be), the new game brings us back to this beautiful journey and and This time around, however, many new games appeared with
an equally serene scenes and captivating mood, but adding a level of challenge that was missing in the original. The new Monument Valley 2 thus has two difficult tasks to accomplish: first, keep the magic of the original, with its creative levels, artistic geometry, and second, improve the gameplay and make it more interesting, more challenging, more engaging. But first, let's start
with the story because this game actually has one. Original Monument Valley did too, telling us about a princess trying to save her people, and it was an emotional and emotional experience. This time, we have a completely new narrative that focuses on motherhood: our heroine, Mother Ro, goes through the movements of raising a daughter and then allowing her to leave. The
eery, slightly nostalgic atmosphere is still here, and despite a few strange omissions (the daughter remains oddly nameless throughout the story), it is another memorable experience. Step by step, we are taken to ro's world, where he takes his daughter to the first steps in this virtual world, helping her overcome the first puzzles. At the end of each level, Ro reaches an altar where
you can draw a beautiful custom seal. Every few levels or so, you meet a third figure, a ghost, a kind of character that sticks the story together: first, expressing all the mother's concerns about her child's care, then goes through the movements of letting go, all in a series of philosophical words touching. The gameplay illustrates this beautiful process: at first, the daughter follows
the steps closely, then you have a level in which it seems that the whole world breaks apart and it is the role of the mother to save her daughter, and then the painful act of letting go, beautifully illustrated with Ro's daughter sailing away on a ship, mother and daughter staring at each other while ways of parting. You also end up playing as Ro's daughter, going through a series of
memories that simulate experiences I've never seen in a game and a lot of highly creative design. The act of letting go in Monument Valley 2 Finally, Monument Valley 2 is a game about an intense feeling. It's the perfect representation of silence before a storm, impending anticipation, anxiety, still drama, untold. The game never withdraws its intense focus from the mother-daughter
relationship. As an alien object, it examines it from every possible angle: from the joy of a hug and the excitement of teaching your child your first steps, to the moment you let them navigate freely into the vast metaphorical ocean of life, into the black-and-white world of loneliness that follows once you are separated, and then the hypnotic memory from memory into the memory
loop in which the mind goes , reminiscing about the past. From color to black and white, the levels are designed to be memorable, There are 14 levels in total: some shorter than others, but on average it is around 15 to 20 minutes to go through a level, and if you want to finish it in one run, it will take about 3 hours. This is definitely more than the original, but we would still have
liked a few more levels. However, the challenge is lacking. This is not a huge disadvantage, just a peculiarity of Monument Valley, a game that is more about the experience than about being a puzzler. The game starts easy and picks up speed as you progress, but you never really feel challenged and never feels quite like a game in itself, but it's more of a ride in a virtual world.
Getting rid of excessive complexity allows the player to focus on the story and visual experience, which are extremely important in this game. For those looking for the game element, though, Monument Valley 2 might not be enough. We are also happy that Monument Valley 2 is not a sell-out game: it is not full of crappy ads that would ruin the experience. It's pure, just like the
experience it offers. Yes, it costs $5, which might seem a bit on the steep side, but after playing the game we can definitely see it worth it. At the end of the day, Monument Valley 2 perfected the visual style of the original game. It's deeper, more moving, more creative, more colorful, and it looks even more beautiful in its eery, dystopian, dreamy way, but it still doesn't feel like a
game. It feels more like an interactive novel where words are replaced by a beautiful amalgam of metaphors and symbols: an impossible world that keeps on change, a serene, pensive soundtrack and a few philosophical sentences to stick everything together very well. If you like the original, you shouldn't wait and get Monument Valley 2 right away. Even if you are not a fan of the
series, we doubt that you will regret spending $5 on this beautiful game. If, however, you are looking for more challenges, and a true puzzle experience, you could also try: Euclidean Lands ($4, App Store link)Old Man's Journey ($5, App Store link)We leave you with a behind-the-scenes movie of the game that tells the inner story of Monument Valley 2.Developer: ustwoDownload:
iOSGenre: PuzzlerPrice: $5ProsBeautiful, touching storyCreative design levelWholesale visual experienceUnilspered byPuzzles are too easy Don't you ever feel provoked a little too short So, you want to play a game and kill a few minutes or hours. But you don't want to spend any money, or install Steam (which can be a bit of a resource pig). You have two options: Either play
something in your browser, or grab one of the many fun and free Indie games offered on the Web. If the latter sounds more attractive, Game Downloader is a free and easy app that can help you find and legally download fun, free games. Game Downloader lots of information about each game and includes a direct link to YouTube for watching videos related to the game. You can
get Game Downloader as an installer or a portable app that doesn't require any installation. Installation. The installer and the portable application pop up a UAC prompt requires administrator privileges before running. When you run Game Downloader, a single compact window with a black background opens. Other than choosing strange color, other controls are standard - just like
any other Windows utility. There is a search box, but it only works if you know the exact name of the game you're watching: For example, hedge search doesn't produce results, even if Hedgewars is one of the listed games. There is a drop-down category that allows you to narrow the selection to the type of game you are watching, such as turn-based games, racing games,
puzzles and even music-based games, such as Frets on Fire. Once you've chosen a category, you can browse the list of games. Game Downloader lists the version of each game and the size of the file, and includes a small screenshot and a text description of the game. There are also icons that show whether the game supports single-player mode, multi-player mode, or online
play, and whether it requires a user account. Because Game Downloader provides dry technical information about each game, it's not easy to choose something good. This is where the YouTube button is useful: click it, and the default browser will load YouTube with a search query for the game name. Most of the time, you'll find in-game videos, tutorials and demos that show what
you can expect if you download it. Finally, there is the Download Game button, which grabs the game archive or installation. Unlike Steam, Game Downloader doesn't try to be a library. It downloads the game for you, but step through the installer you (if the game has one). Game Downloader does not come with many bells and whistles, but it is an effective catalog of free Windows
games. I just wish I had user reviews, such as those in the iOS App Store or Google Play.--Erez Zukerman Note: When you purchase something after clicking on links in our articles, we could earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Instantly download dozens of free games for Windows with Game Downloader. Games are classified sensitive
Compact and Portable Rich selection of installer games requires manual elevation No user reviews
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